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Abstract 
An algorithm for evaluation the strength properties of reinforced polymer systems based on the analysis of the stress-strain state 
of a representative volume material is proposed. The paper presents the results of this analysis for the four scale levels, each of 
which takes into account the different elements of the structure. At the first level, the material is considered to be a homogeneous 
medium with effective characteristics; the second level considers the presence of the reinforcing inclusions; at the third level the 
presence of interfacial layers is explicitly taken into account. Finally, at the fourth level the existence of structural supermolecular 
features in polymer matrix is taken into consideration. Some phenomena typical for heterogeneous medium, such as localization 
of deformation and stress concentration are shown. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction  
The use of polymers to create products for different purposes is often ineffective. The improvement of their 
properties, especially stress-strain properties is achieved by using reinforcing inclusions in the form of compact 
particulate or fiber form. 
Failure of products is associated with the destruction of the material, in particular, due to the fact that the 
reinforcing fillers or inclusions are stress concentrators. In the inclusions vicinity the stress may differ significantly 
from the average values, which leads to local destruction. Size of inclusions usually differs from the bulk product 
size several orders of magnitude. Therefore, calculating the parameters of the stress-strain state (SSS) of the product 
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the problem is usually solved under the assumption that the material is homogeneous, and in this case it is possible 
to use so-called effective characteristics. 
The well-known statement «strength is a structure-sensitive characteristic» reflects the fact that in strength 
evaluation of a material it is not sufficient to use average values of stress and/or strain as well as averaged effective 
characteristics. 
2. Study subject 
The proposed approach for structure modelling and for evaluation of the strength properties of products made of 
filled polymer materials, such as coatings on the basis of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is to 
analyze SSS of the product on several levels (Fig. 1).  
 
 
 
1. The product level 
(macro level) – 
 homogeneous material 
2. The structure 
level 
(meso level) – 
matrix + inclusions 
3. The structure level 
(meso level) – 
inclusions + interfacial layer 
4. The structure level 
– spherulitic matrix structure 
Fig. 1. Structural levels of filled polymer materials and the corresponding models schemes 
1. At the macro level (bulk product level), the product is considered to be a homogeneous material with the 
effective (averaged) stress-strain characteristics. 
2. Areas, in which at the first level of analysis parameters of SSS reach maximum values, are considered in view 
of the presence of reinforcing inclusions in a homogeneous matrix explicitly. At the same time the loading 
conditions obtained for the respective zones at the macro level are taken into account at the boundaries of the 
computational domain (representative volume). 
3. The next level of analysis takes into consideration the interfacial layers that occur in the vicinity of the 
reinforcing particles. The SSS study of composite filled with reinforcing particles of different sizes, especially 
when the sizes differ by several orders of magnitude, can be attributed to the same level. 
4. Finally, the polymer matrix is heterogeneous by itself. It is typical for most polymers, that there is a part that 
forms regular structures – crystallites, and the rest of the volume remains amorphous. For crystallite structure 
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and an amorphous phase the stress-strain properties are different, and this can be reflected in the simulation of 
the corresponding material. 
3. Approach 
The SSS analysis is based on the ratios of solid mechanics. Tasks of SSS analysis of polymer-based compositions 
are geometrically and physically non-linear, so their implementation should focus on the use of numerical methods - 
finite-difference or finite-element. Further, to solve the problem of stress strain state analysis the finite element 
method (FEM) is used [1]. The solution of nonlinear problems is carried out by successive loading using a 
variational principle in the form of finite increments. The increment of forces or movements at the boundary of the 
computational domain can be used as the loading parameter. 
The step size of the finite element mesh influences the accuracy of the results. Since it is associated with 
averaging of all values in the cell, and the smaller the step size should be, the bigger the gradient of calculated value 
is. The proposed method can be used for grids with a variable step, but it should be considered that a large 
difference in the size of neighboring cells reduces the accuracy of the calculation. 
4. Results and discussion 
The calculations were made for the UHMWPE composite filled with copper powder, under the action of the 
normal and tangential tensile stresses on the upper boundary. In the computational domain the heterogeneity of 
strain and stress fields is observed, which is associated with the presence of hard inclusions. 
In general, the computational domain is divided into zones, where strain and/or stress deformation are extreme - 
due to the geometry of the product, etc. Among the most dangerous zones in terms of the strength an area "is cut" in 
order to be analyzed again. The scale of "cut" area is selected in such a way that it was possible to explicitly take 
into account the shape, location, size and properties of the inclusions. This area, or appropriate representative 
volume, is exposed to loads that reflect the complexity of SSS defined in the first level of the analysis. The exposure 
of the external load is taken into account by specifying the boundary conditions using linear approximation in order 
to obtain missing values in any point of the computational domain boundary. An example of specifying the 
boundary conditions in displacements is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Boundary conditions in the third level 
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The calculation results are obtained in the form of more detailed SSS taking into account the presence of real 
structure elements, Fig. 3. Eventually, the result is not averaged over the volume, but the real strain and stress values 
are obtained, and the strength forecast based on of these distributions become more accurate and reliable. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 The surface distribution of stress intensity during loading of filled polymeric composite and corresponding isolines 
It should be noted that the resulting stress and strain distributions in this case also are the average values, but at 
this level averaging involves using a finite element method, and the average values are associated with the constancy 
of stress and strain within each finite element. 
Calculations showed that for the material filled with compact form inclusions, the maximum normal and shear 
stresses, the intensity of strain and stress in the individual elements of the product will increase by several times in 
comparison with the homogeneous medium. In particular, it relates to the stress occurring at the matrix-inclusions 
interface, which may lead to local destruction. 
Thus, the matrix-inclusions contact area is of particular interest in terms of strength since bursts of stress and 
their extreme values concentrated here. Furthermore, in this area interphase layer usually occurs, and its properties 
and the geometry can greatly affect the occurrence of local destructions and development of further global 
destructions. Around each inclusion bursts of stress are distinctly expressed. SSS analysis of inclusion’s vicinity, 
which considers the additional structural inclusions in the form of interfacial layers, is the third level of simulation 
[2]. Taking into account the interfacial layer the bursts of stress at the matrix-inclusions interface are usually 
reduced. 
The crystallinity, the ratio of the crystalline and amorphous phases, is one of the most important characteristics 
for polymeric materials, in particular polyolefins. The computational domain and boundary conditions at the fourth 
level were modeled similarly to the second level. 
If the amorphous phase is modeled as a medium with isotropic properties, then the crystalline phase is 
characterized by anisotropy of properties, and the elastic modulus is smaller along the packaging of lamellae than 
across. With regard to the supermolecular structure of UHMWPE during the calculations the properties of the 
amorphous phase were set as the effective properties of UHMWPE at room temperature.  
The crystallinity virtually does not affect on the effective stress-strain properties of the matrix [3]. Nevertheless, 
the use of polymeric composites of tribotechnical purpose showed that the wear resistance of the obtained materials 
differs significantly in favor of the composites with a greater crystallinity [4]. The crystalline phase plays the role of 
a power frame, resulting in reduction of strain extreme values at equal loading. This explains the fact that the 
increase of crystallinity reduces the local deformation in the matrix and thus to a considerable reduction of wear in 
conditions of tribological loading [4]. 
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5. Conclusion  
Developed and implemented models allow assessing the strength of the material at different levels of analysis 
from the macro level, corresponding to the bulk material, to a level that takes into account the presence of 
supramolecular structures in a polymer matrix. 
A set of models is a system in which each successive model allows to take into account with an appropriate scale 
the new structural elements which at the previous level are not taken into account, either replaced by a medium with 
averaged characteristics. 
Implementation of models and the analysis of obtained results allow to understand the mechanisms leading to the 
destruction of the composite material under load, and make recommendations to improve the stress-strain macro 
characteristics of the composite. Essentially, the number of parameters that help to control these characteristics 
increases  
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